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MISSION STATEMENT

To Provide investors a facility to invest into a range of Pakistan’s
high quality shares of listed companies that offer value in

terms of potentially good dividends yields or
growth opportunity.

VISION STATEMENT

To be the top performer in the mutual fund industry. We strive
to deliver results and perform to the highest standards. To

continue building a firm foundation based on reserch
and market analysis enbling us to deliver strong
returns and value growth for our shareholders.
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REPORT OF THE DIRECTORS

The Board of Directors of the Pakistan Premier Fund Limited (PPFL) is pleased to submit its
quarterly report together with the Condensed Interim Financial Statements for the quarter ended
30th September 2008.

Company Objective
The objective of the Company is to provide investors long term capital appreciation from its
investments in Pakistani equities.

Profile
Pakistan Premier Fund Limited (PPFL) is a closed-end equity fund (Investment Company). The
Company takes a long term value investing approach and the portfolio is diversified across all
major sectors with stocks having long term positive fundamentals.

The funds which are not invested in equities are required to be kept in bank deposits and short-
term money market instruments/ placements.

Under the Non-Banking Finance Companies and Notified Entities Regulations, 2007 the Company
is not allowed to borrow.

Company’s Performance during quarter ended 30th September 2008
The net assets of the Company as at 30th September 2008 stood at Rs 1,588.91 million which is
equivalent to NAV per share of Rs 9.36. During the quarter, PPFL recorded a return of negative
24.4 % compared to KSE-100 Index return of negative 25.3 %.

Reasons for Loss
The Company incurred a net loss of Rs 571 million during the quarter which was mainly due to
drop in equity prices. During the September quarter, the KSE-100 index fell 25.3%. The Company
booked losses on sale of investments of Rs 47.8 million, while marked to market (unrealized) losses
of equity portfolio were Rs 531.7 million as on 30th September 2008.

Loss Per Share (LPS)
LPS for the quarter ended 30th September 2008 is Rs 3.36.

Future Outlook
Pakistan economy is going through a difficult phase. The deterioration in balance of payment
situation has resulted in sharp decline in external reserves and fall in Rupee parity. Equity markets
the world over have fallen sharply and Pakistani market is no exception, where stock prices are
now available at decade low valuation (P/Es at 5-6x). In our view, some of challenges which
Pakistan faced in the recent past have moderated especially due to fall in international oil and
commodity prices, which had severely impacted the economy in the recent past. In addition, the
government has been able to eliminate subsidy on domestic oil prices, hence reducing pressure on
fiscal deficit. However, pressure on balance of payment remains and the government needs to

THFOR THE QUARTER ENDED 30    SEPTEMBER 2008
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arrange funding for balance of payment support from multilateral agencies and friendly countries.

Acknowledgement
The Board is thankful to the Company’s valued shareholders, Securities and Exchange Commission
of Pakistan, State Bank of Pakistan, the custodian and banker to the Company, Deutsche Bank AG,
Karachi Branch and the management of Karachi, Lahore and Islamabad Stock Exchanges for their
continued cooperation and support. The Directors also appreciate the efforts put in by the team of
the investment adviser for the meticulous management of the Company.

                               For and on behalf of the Board

Karachi 
24th October 2008       Syed Ajaz Ahmed

        Chief Executive
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REPORT OF THE FUND MANAGER

Objective
The objective of the Fund is to provide investors long term capital appreciation from its investments in
Pakistani equities.

Profile
Pakistan Premier Fund Limited (PPFL) is a closed-end equity fund. The Fund takes a long term value
investing approach and the portfolio is diversified across all major sectors with stocks having long term
positive fundamentals.

PPFL is a long only Fund. The funds which are not invested in equities are required to be kept in bank
deposits and short-term money market instruments/ placements.

Under the NBFC Rules, the Fund is not allowed to borrow.

Asset Allocation and Performance Review for the Quarter Ended 30th Sep 2008
During the quarter ended 30th September 2008 PPFL delivered total return of negative 24.4% compared to
KSE-100 Index return of negative 25.3% and internal benchmark return of negative 26.76%. The Fund had
beginning and ending equity exposure of 85.97% and 94.28% respectively while the average (month-end)
exposure during the quarter was 93.15%. The increase in equity exposure was largely a result of reduction
in Fund size as the Fund paid its dividend declared for the outgoing financial year 2008.

On the back of negative developments both on political and economic fronts equity market returns remained
negative throughout the quarter that resulted in large valuation knocks for the portfolio. Stocks that contributed
the most towards Fund’s negative performance were Packages, INIL, OGDC, KAPCO and PICT.

THFOR THE QUARTER ENDED 30    SEPTEMBER 2008

Major Strategies and Policies Employed During the Quarter
Consistent with its objectives of long term value investing, the Fund mostly adopted buy and hold strategy
except for those sectors/stocks where fundamentals became negative. Likewise Fund took new exposures
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• Fund reduced allocation to Fertilizer sector by offloading exposure in FFBL and Engro amid
expected slowdown in DAP off-take primarily due to  increase in DAP prices, high input cost, expected
shrinkage in company’s margins and cost overruns due to Rupee devaluation. The overall sector exposure
in the portfolio decreased to 3.98% at the end of the quarter from its beginning level of 9.26%.

• Allocation to Oil & Gas Distribution and Oil Marketing sector was also rebalanced. The Fund
increased allocation in PPL and PSO and took new exposure in POL. Exposure to OGDC was reduced as
its allocation was increasing over and above the authorized limit of 10% in a single stock. Overall exposure
in the sector increased to 18.94% at the end of the quarter compared to beginning exposure of 14.86%.

• Fund also increased its holdings in Pak Elektron amid positive company outlook. The overall
exposure to the Cables & Electrical Goods sector increased to 5.41% at the end of the quarter compared to
beginning exposure of 2.85%.

• Exposure to Auto sector also increased to 3.82% from 2.87% as the Fund increased its allocation
to Pak Suzuki, where the price has become attractive on the basis of long term fundamentals.

Equity Market Review
During the quarter ended September 2008, the KSE-100 index suffered a decline of 25.3%. Concerns over
domestic macroeconomic outlook heightened amid rising inflation, rising interest rates, increasing balance
of payment deficit, depleting foreign exchange reserves and declining Rupee parity, continued to irk investors.
Investors’ confidence was shaken further, when the KSE management stepped in to put a floor on share
prices effective 27th August 2008, which is still in place till now in the month of October. The downside
was capped to avert settlement crises since brokers and their clients were not able to square their long
positions. The KSE has fallen almost 40% since its peak in April 2008 and has lost US$ 35 bn
in market capitalization. The floor has led to drying up of liquidity with buyers staying away and sellers
unable to sell. Average trade volumes have fallen to less than 3 mn shares at the end of the month; with
majority of the shares having zero transactions. Foreign portfolio outflows during July to September reached
US$ 234 mn. Correction in equity prices have been a global phenomenon, with international markets suffering
consistent decline for the past several months as the crises in US financial institutions have spread its wings
all over the world.

Outlook
The near term outlook for equities remained negative. Despite the official floor mechanism, share prices
in the kerb and odd lot market are being traded at 20-25% lower levels. It seems that the index might take
a plunge once the market resumes normal functioning later in October. This scenario suggests that stock
values may fall to 5-6x earning multiple, which were the levels last seen in late 90s till 2001. Pakistan
economy has been jolted in recent months amid historic high inflation, fiscal deficit and rising trade/payment
deficits. Given the current domestic economic situation and sharp falls in international markets, Pakistani
equities are likely to be adjusted downward, however, this selloff (mostly unwinding of leverage positions)
will provide long term buying opportunities to investors as stock prices will be available at decade low
levels. In our view, some of challenges which Pakistan faced in the recent past have moderated especially
due to fall in international oil and commodity prices, which had severely impacted the economy in the recent
past. In addition, the government has been able to eliminate subsidy on domestic oil prices, hence reducing
pressure on fiscal deficit. However, pressure on balance of payment remains and the government needs to
arrange funding for balance of payment support from multilateral agencies and friendly countries.

in sectors/stocks that offer positive fundamentals. Sector wise details of major strategies and policies employed
are as under:

• PPFL rebalanced its exposure in the power sector by increasing allocation in Hubco while
decreasing exposure in KAPCO. The overall sector exposure in the portfolio increased to 13.37% at the end
of the quarter from its beginning level of 10.47%.
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Economic Review
Global Financial Crisis:
Financial turmoil across the globe, that started off with subprime mortgage crisis in the US, reached boiling
point with the demise of Wall-Street giant Lehman Brothers, the buyout of Merrill Lynch by the Bank of
America, and the US treasuries bail-out plan for AIG to name a few. After much deliberation, the U.S
Congress finally approved a US$ 700 bn bail-out package in order to remove troubled assets from the
balance sheets of financial institutions.Ê Moreover, monetary institutions in North America, Europe and
Asia, in a concerted move, slashed policy rates in order to support a faltering global economy. However,
along the backdrop of this turmoil, oil prices declined by over 40 percent to close at just over US$ 100 a
barrel at September end. As of mid October, oil price has further dropped to around US$70 per barrel on
demand concerns.

Real Sector:
Pakistan’s real GDP growth is expected at 4.0 – 4.5 percent in FY09, as against a GoP target of 5.5 percent.
In a worst case scenario, Large Scale Manufacturing may display stagnant growth or at best a modest 2-3
percent growth. The Services sector in addition to the flat pace of industrial growth, is likely to be affected
adversely by low consumer confidence. With respect to agriculture, although increase in DAP subsidy and
higher wheat support price are likely to improve agricultural production in FY09, reduced water availability
may keep growth restricted to around 3 percent.

Balance of Payments:
The trade deficit widened in Q1 FY09 by US$ 5.5 bn, an increase of 52.65 percent against the same period
last year. Imports were US$ 10.8 bn (+34.35 YoY) and exports came out to be US$ 5.27 bn (+19.2% YoY).
The deficit continued to widen through each month in Q1 despite imports declining at an average 1 percent
MoM, which however fell short of  an average decline in exports of 4 percent MoM in Q1FY09.
There have been some positive developments concerning the bridging of the financing gap; the World Bank
has pledged US$ 1.4 bn for project loans for FY09, the ADB has dispersed US$ 500 mn with the IDB also
pledging financial support (amount not officially disclosed as yet). As affirmed by government officials,
these three institutions are likely to provide support of US$ 2 - 2.5 bn to help overcome the country’s BoP
problems. Of particular significance will be the ‘Friends of Pakistan’ conference scheduled to be held in
Abu Dhabi by the end of October where top government officials are expected to negotiate a US$ 10bn aid
package.Remittances continue to provide support to BoP, surging 25 percent in Q1 against the same period
last year.

Currency:
The first quarter of FY09 saw depreciation in the local currency of 14.8 percent against the US$. Since
beginning of the current FY, Rupee devaluation has followed FX reserve depletion, a trend that could persist
until the country receives significant foreign inflows. In the medium term, decrease in imports as a result
of the commodity meltdown could also provide some stability to the local currency.

Monetary Sector:
Liquidity remained tight in Q1 FY09 declining by RS 93 bn, as a result of contraction in M2 by 1.99%
mainly due to the erosion of Net Foreign Assets (NFAs). In response to this, SBP has cut the CRR by 200
bps, which would provide liquidity of Rs 80 bn into the system, though this may only provide some temporary
respite. Going forward, foreign inflows and greater confidence in the banking system would be crucial in
improving the domestic liquidity situation.

Inflation:
The inflation rate surged 24.52 percent in Q1FY09 as against the same period last year, however the rate
increased at a decelerating pace persistently throughout Q1 on a MoM basis. The CPI increased 3.34, 2.14
and 0.97 percent MoM in July, August and September respectively. Disinflation is likely to continue
throughout FY09, albeit at a slow pace due to the continued pass-on of subsidies. The full year inflation
rate is expected to come between 17-20 percent.
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CONDENSED INTERIM STATEMENT OF ASSETS AND LIABILITIES
AS AT 30    SEPTEMBER 2008TH
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CONDENSED INTERIM INCOME STATEMENT (UNAUDITED)
FOR THE QUARTER ENDED 30    SEPTEMBER 2008TH
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CONDENSED INTERIM DISTRIBUTION STATEMENT (UNAUDITED)
FOR THE QUARTER ENDED 30    SEPTEMBER 2008TH
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CONDENSED INTERIM CASH FLOW STATEMENT (UNAUDITED)
FOR THE QUARTER ENDED 30    SEPTEMBER 2008TH
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STATEMENT OF CHANGES IN EQUITY (UNAUDITED)
FOR THE QUARTER ENDED 30    SEPTEMBER 2008TH
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CONDENSED INTERIM STATEMENT OF MOVEMENT IN EQUITY AND
RESERVES - 'PER SHARE' (UNAUDITED)

FOR THE QUARTER ENDED 30    SEPTEMBER 2008TH

(Rupees)
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NOTES TO THE CONDENSED INTERIM FINANCIAL STATEMENTS (UNAUDITED)
FOR THE QUARTER ENDED 30    SEPTEMBER 2008TH
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STATEMENT  OF  INCOME  AND  EXPENDITURE
IN  RELATION  TO  THE  INVESTMENT COMPANY
FOR THE QUARTER ENDED 30    SEPTEMBER 2008TH


